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ABSTRACT
Establishing network device "golden" configuration templates typically relies on
largely manual efforts and a dialogue between network consulting engineers and customers.
Techniques are presented herein that streamline the process of discovering and baselining
network standards by examining underlying themes and relationships between microtemplates in customer environments. Aspects of the presented techniques employ a
Masked-Language Model (MLM), in a way that an MLM was not necessarily intended, to
detect locally significant attributes in network device configurations for the express
purpose of identifying structures that are common across a set of devices. Under further
aspects of the presented techniques, the creation of association rules between configuration
blocks and the devices on which they are found allows for the identification of underlying
themes in configurations that form the basis of network standards and platform-based
templates.
DETAILED DESCRIPTION
Establishing network device golden configuration templates typically relies on
largely manual efforts and a dialogue between network consulting engineers and customers.
Techniques are presented herein that streamline the process of discovering and baselining
network standards by examining underlying themes and relationships between microtemplates in customer environments. Such a discovery method lessens the effort that is
required to establish golden configuration templates for deployment and serves as an
effective method for automating the auditing of network device configurations against
predicted standardization templates.
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Existing solutions to the challenge that was described above entail a number of
issues. For example, under certain solutions the service creation component is still a manual
process where a parser must be written to determine the components of a template based
on variable replacement and configuration chunking. The techniques presented herein
expand on such an approach by dynamically identifying the associations of configuration
blocks that are cross-related. Further, the presented techniques are able to predict the
“community standards” of a chain of blocks for outlier detection and for proactive
templates of multiple services. A key differentiator of the presented techniques
encompasses the level of automation that may be applied to the multiple blocks that
comprise a template and the prediction of network standards based on such templates.
The techniques presented herein take intent-based networking in a slightly different
direction. One network equipment vendor’s application of intent operates on the
assumption that a customer “wants to do something” and therefore works backwards to
configure things based on the expected outcome. The techniques presented herein operate
on a “something already has been done” approach by understanding the configuration that
exists in an environment, how those configuration blocks relate to each other, and how they
relate to the general population of devices in the customer's environment. A differentiator
of the presented techniques encompasses the effective prediction of network standards
based on the deployed relationships that exist in an environment. Among other things,
reasoning engines and components that deal with intent may consume this type of
information.
Further aspects of the techniques presented herein support a method for discovering
the standards that are in use by a customer based on the association of configuration blocks
across a set of devices sharing similar function or hardware characteristics. Aspects of the
presented techniques go beyond simple association rules and the mapping of configuration
components to devices. A differentiator of the presented techniques includes the
identification of locally significant details of a device as opposed to a frequently occurring
configuration structure that is indicative of a “standard application of configuration” for a
set of devices.
The presented techniques utilize a Masked-Language Model (MLM), a machine
learning method that is commonly used to train datasets for learning contexts and
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syntactical relationships among words, which can be used for next-word prediction and
other language tasks. Aspects of the presented techniques utilize an MLM in a way where
not being able to predict the next term of a configuration directly plays into whether
variable replacement is appropriate for the term and if it should be considered a value
keyword pertaining to the standard structure of a configuration for a set of devices.
Figure 1, below, depicts elements of an illustrative configuration processing flow
according to aspects of the techniques presented herein and reflective of the above
discussion.

Figure 1: Illustrative Configuration Processing Flow
As depicted in Figure 1, above, the techniques presented herein create a flow in
which configurations are evaluated for device- or global-level significance where blocks
of a configuration are then associated with a grouping of devices to create a baseline
template for a set of devices.
As noted previously, aspects of the techniques presented herein utilize an MLM.
An MLM is a commonly used machine learning capability that enables next-word
prediction based on the contextual word patterns that are discovered from large levels of
training data. Such a model randomly masks words in a corpus of documents and then
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creates a confidence level of the next term given previous and later occurring terms for a
given string of text. In common writing styles, the confidence level becomes higher in that
underlying patterns of word selection and usage occur. The techniques presented herein
employ the inverse of the above-described process and extend the capability to technical
configuration documents. Aspects of the presented techniques use a confidence level not
to predict what the next word would be in a configuration, but rather to assert if there is a
high likelihood that the next term occurs frequently enough that a model could predict it
(therefore indicating that the configuration text is common across devices) or whether the
term is rare or unpredictable (and therefore probably only locally significant to a single
device).

Figure 2: MLM Training Pipeline
As depicted in Figure 2 above, the techniques presented herein depict the flow in
which blocks of configurations are preprocessed and used in the masked language model.
To help the model understand contextual representations during training, 15-20% of terms
in a configuration block are randomly masked. Randomly masking words in the
configuration forces the model to learn contexts and syntactical relationships among words
in a configuration block over many samples of configuration blocks. This randomization
4
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procedure effectively increases the likelihood that a model will learn to predict commonly
occurring and globally significant terms while working harder to predict rare or locally
significant terms.

Figure 3: Random Masking Effects
As depicted in Figure 3, the masking technique is applied to all configuration blocks.
Notice that the term “no” has been masked with token identifier “4”. The model will use
the surrounding context to predict the term “no”, which has been given the label “356”.
After training, the model will be used to predict the likelihood of terms of given the
configuration block context.
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Figure 4: Metrics by OS Type
As depicted in Figure 4, metrics are derived for the training cycle of each OS type,
which includes IOS, IOS-XR and NXOS. Accuracy pertains to how well the model is able
to predict the masked terms over all training blocks during the final training epoch. The
categorical cross-entropy loss calculates the information gained from predicting the correct
term among all available terms in the text corpus, which is averaged over the final training
epoch. The lower the loss, the less information is gained from predicting the correct term
at probability 1. It can be denoted by the following equation:
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Where x is the input terms, y is the target term, w is the weight, C is the number of classes
the model is predicting (35,000) and N spans the size of the mini-batch and number of
losses computed (8-32 samples) throughout the training cycle.

Perplexity is the

exponentiation of the loss calculation averaged over the final training epoch. It can be
thought of as the weighted average number of terms the model would decide to predict a
masked term on unseen data. Note then that for NXOS, the model has narrowed its choice
to an average 2.56 terms out of 35,000 terms for each masked word it needs to predict. The
number of epochs is how many times the model cycles through all of the training blocks.
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For example, in IOS, the model trained on 20,756,051 configuration blocks 2 times to
achieve the results for accuracy, loss, and perplexity seen above.
Aspects of the techniques presented herein may be further explicated with reference
to two illustrative examples (which will be described and illustrated below).
For the first illustrative example, Figure 5, below, presents a section of an
authentication, authorization, and accounting (AAA) configuration where the Remote
Authentication Dial-In User Service (RADIUS) group name was masked and then queried
against an MLM model for the next term in the configuration block.

Figure 5: Common Term Prediction Indicating Global Significance
As depicted in Figure 5, above, based on training data from the same customer, the
model indicated a high confidence (i.e., 0.77) of being able to predict the next term in the
configuration. Such a confidence level indicates that the term occurs frequently enough
throughout configurations, in context, that it more than likely is a global configuration and
thus requires less sanitization when converting the configuration block to a template item.
For the second illustrative example, Figure 6, below, presents an approach that is
opposite to the example that was described and illustrated (in Figure 5) above, in which
something that would be very specific to a device cannot be reliably predicted by an MLM
model.
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Figure 6: Low Confidence Prediction Indicating Local Significance
As depicted in Figure 6, above, while evaluating the token that would follow "IP
address" for a given interface, the model shows multiple low confidence values (i.e., less
than 0.02) that it would anticipate as being the next term in the configuration. A key
differentiator to the techniques presented herein is the ability to automate the creation of a
baseline template for a set of devices using an MLM in a way that an MLM was not
necessarily intended.
According to aspects of the techniques presented herein, a threshold may determine
if a term should be sanitized or replaced as a variable for a given block of configuration
text or if globally significant values should be allowed to pass through based on the level
of frequency for which they occur. Dynamic threshold selection is also employed as
opposed to selecting a hard-coded value for the entire configuration. A dynamic threshold
module leverages the context of a masked word and outputs the threshold probability that
is required for the masked word. The threshold represents the minimum probability of the
third words that are predicted over the contexts of the masked word. Such an approach
works on the principal that if the output score of the masked word is lower than the
minimum probability of the third words that are predicted over the contexts, then the
masked word must be rare and may be a suitable candidate for "sanitization."
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Figure 7, below, depicts the replacement of a locally significant variable in a block
of a configuration, according to aspects of the techniques presented herein, based on the
ability or the inability to reliably predict the terms in the context of other terms in the same
block.

Figure 7: Term Replacement Based on MLM Confidence
According to the techniques presented herein, the blocks of configuration that have
been sanitized may then be associated with devices based on product family, product
identifier, and user defined groups to find further commonality of a block structure across
a population of devices. Using market basket analysis and clique analysis, aspects of the
presented techniques identify strong patterns of a block’s association to other blocks as
well as a block’s association to devices and groups of devices.
Figure 8, below, illustrates a simple representation of the different blocks of a
configuration and the deployment of same across devices of the same type.
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Figure 8: Block Association to Devices
According to aspects of the techniques presented herein, common blocks that exist
between devices become candidates for a baseline template. For example, as depicted in
Figure 5, above, the AAA, logging, and Network Time Protocol (NTP) blocks are common
across the devices for the same function or role. Therefore, it may be implied that those
blocks of configuration are part of the template for the group of devices. A further
differentiator of the presented techniques involves the sanitizing of blocks based on the
global versus local significance of values. Once again referring to Figure <num>, above,
all of the devices also have a configuration for “Interface Loopback0.” However, the
Internet Protocol (IP) address and other values that are associated with that block will be
locally significant to the device as opposed to the corporate standard logging and AAA
servers.
An output of the techniques presented herein encompasses what a network device
template would look like. Figure 9, below, illustrates elements of the predicted
configuration structure for a group of devices.

Figure 9: Predicted Configuration Template Excerpt
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As depicted in Figure 9, above, configuration items that have been deemed to be
locally significant are replaced by the term “<***variable**>” (which is highlighted in the
figure in green) while highly predictable terms (which are highlighted in the figure in
magenta) indicate items that are globally significant.
The outcome of the process that was described and illustrated above accompanies
network device configuration template management and auditing processes and selfdocuments the underlying components that create standards for a given organization. The
techniques presented herein support a number of novel capabilities, including determining
the local and global significance of configuration terms for network device configurations
for a given organization; using an MLM for the unintended purpose of determining
unsuccessful next word prediction; creating a sanitized configuration structure (i.e., a block)
based on like terms and the context of network device configuration; associating sanitized
blocks of configurations, including globally significant keywords, for the express purpose
of streamlining baseline template creation; and predicting what a baseline template would
look like for a given set of devices based on the discovered patterns of sanitized
configuration blocks.
In summary, techniques have been presented herein that streamline the process of
discovering and baselining network standards by examining underlying themes and
relationships between micro-templates in customer environments. Aspects of the presented
techniques employ an MLM, in a way that an MLM was not necessarily intended, to detect
locally significant attributes in network device configurations for the express purpose of
identifying structures that are common across a set of devices. Under further aspects of the
presented techniques, the creation of association rules between configuration blocks and
the devices on which they are found allows for the identification of underlying themes in
configurations that form the basis of network standards and platform-based templates.
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